JERUSALEM EMBASSY CELEBRATION

In light of the 70th year anniversary of Israel’s independence since 1948 and the USA Embassy move to Jerusalem, this study wanted to look at a possible encrypted meaning of the 3 names of the men engraved within the stone plaque embedded on the wall of the US Embassy building in Jerusalem. The U.S. Embassy
plaque was unveiled by Ivanka Trump and various Israeli and American dignitaries. Nonetheless, if names have meaning and are derived from the nature of their definition, then what would the names be telling perhaps? This is only a speculative suggestion but the names embedded forever in the plague will go down in
Israeli and Church Age history as a monument milestone that is undeniable. The stone plague if very simple, elegant and lists the names of 3 men, Donald Trump, Michael Pence and David Friedman. Aside from Donald, the name of Michael and David are probably the most prolific of names concerning Israel’s past and
future aside from Yeshua or 'Joshua' that is Israel's Messiah, Jesus Christ. Many Biblical scholars and even secular observes both in the press, media and governments see that this event is historic to say the least but Biblical at most. In short, it would make Donald Trump, the U.S. President forever engraved not only in
the stone plaque of a nation's embassy building but in the annals of Jewish History, which is phenomenal. Many do see the designation of the choosing of Cyrus the Great, a great Persian no less with that of Trump. Both are now seen as being called by YHVH to help restore Israel.

PROPHETIC LEGACY OF PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP
Great Chief, who ranks atop others, Who is like Elohim? (GOD) that
on His Holy Hill gathers His herd, Beloved Man of Peace.
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Donald - Great Chief
The name Donald is a Scottish baby name. In Scottish, the
meaning of the name Donald is ‘Great Chief’, ‘World Mighty’.
From the Gaelic Domhnall, the name Donald was given to a
number of early Scottish Kings.
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Trump - To rank atop others
Trump is a surname of English and German origin. The
English surname is derived from the Old French ‘Trompeor’,
or ‘Trumpeter’, which means, the ‘Maker of Trumpets’.
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There is a 2nd meaning in the game of Bridge and other card
games. It is a playing card of the suit chosen to rank above the
others, which can win a trick where a card of a different suit
has been led.
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Michael - Who is like Elohim? (GOD)
From the Hebrew name (Mikha'el) meaning who is like God?
The name is a rhetorical question, implying no person is like
GOD. Michael is one of the 7 Archangels in Hebrew tradition
and the only one identified Archangel that protects Israel.
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Friedman- Man of Peace
This ancient surname is of German, Swiss and French origins.
It was also adopted as a Jewish Ashkenasic surname from the
17th century onwards. It derives from the pre-8th century word
'fried' meaning 'peace', plus 'man(n)' as in ‘Man of Peace’. It
has a variety of translations from servant, (as in servant of
God), or friend.
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Pence - Hill that gathers herd
The ancestors of the bearers of the Pence family name are
thought have lived in ancient Anglo-Saxon England. They
were first found near an area that was referred to as the Penn.
The surname Pence is a toponymic surname, which described
where the original bearer held land. In this case, the surname
was originally derived from the Old English words ‘Penn’,
meaning an area that housed stray animals as in a ‘penn’, but
also which referred to a hill.
David - Beloved
From the Hebrew name (Dawid), which was probably derived
from Hebrew (dwd) meaning ‘Beloved’. David was the 2nd and
greatest of the Kings of Israel. David ruled in the 10th century
BC and made Jerusalem the capital of Israel. Several stories
about him are told in the Old Testament, including his defeat
of Goliath, the great Palestinian giant.

The Sanhedrin has issued a ½ Shekel Temple
Coins with both men’s facades to commemorate a
‘decree’ over Jerusalem. The linkage to both men
is the 70-year numerical coefficient. It was at the
70th year marker that Cyrus the Great issued the
decree to liberate the Jewish Captives and have
them all return to restore Judah (Israel), Jerusalem
and the Temple. In similar ‘prophetic’ fashion,
Trump decreed move of the embassy to Jerusalem
was commemorated at the 70th year marker, to the
day of Israel’s Independence.
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Likewise, it would appear that such a move may be
fulfilling a major prophetic milestone of YHVH'
prophetic timetable. It is concerning the redemption
of Israel, the City and eventually the Temple. Will
Donald Trump’s decree reach that ‘prophetic’
degree concerning the building of the 3rd Temple in
some way? What the move of the U.S. Embassy to
Jerusalem by Donald Trump does it that it now
legitimizes the construction of the 3rd Temple,
whenever that will be. It is point of pride for the
Gentile Church of whom many Evangelical Pastors
have said of Israel that 'they are our best friends'
and above all, brothers in arms and benefactors of
Israel's Covenant per Abraham.

